Indeed, readers drawn to the title might well expect a more comprehensive study of the men who led army corps for the Union, some of whom, by the way, were not major generals. Title aside, though, this anthology contains fine scholarship from an excellent roster of Civil War historians. The eight selections feature the high profile and the obscure, the vaunted and the vilified. Each piece covers a particular aspect of a given corps commander's career, thus readers should not expect a thorough overview of each commander's Civil War tenure.
Clearly, to select eight from the dozens of men who led Federal corps during the war is a tall order. Still, the eight men examined here represent some curious choices. Three of them (George Gordon Meade, Joseph Hooker, and James B. McPherson) are arguably better known as army commanders; two (Joseph K. F. Mansfield and Charles Champion Gilbert) essentially lasted only one battle in the role; one (William B. Franklin) must be considered one of the great disappointments in corps command, while one (Fitz John Porter) remains among the most controversial corps commanders in the war. Only one, (Winfield Scott Hancock), is best known and generally well regarded for his tenure as a corps commander. Not one of these men held a corps command at the close of the war.
Curious though the selections may be, the essays that represent them are quite rewarding. John J. Hennessy provides a fresh look at the sad case of Fitz John Porter, whose court martial and dismissal from the army for his role in the Second Battle of Bull Run remains one of the enduring controversies of the conflict. Hennessy argues that Porter's own conservative philosophies on how the war should be conducted and often-inappropriate behavior proved just as damning to his career as did his loyalty to George McClellan in an army ravaged by political rivalry.
Although he exercised command of the Federal XII Corps for only forty-eight hours before he was mortally wounded during the Battle of Antietam, Joseph Mansfield is worthy of more than the historical footnote to which he has been relegated, according to Thomas G. Clemens. This thoughtful essay provides an overview of Mansfield's four decades in the regular army, his brief Civil War experience, and the circumstances that led to his promotion to command the troubled XII Corps.
The most curious inclusion is Kenneth W. Noe's treatment of Charles Gilbert at Perryville. A bizarre set of circumstances led to Gilbert's promotion from regular army captain to brigadier general of volunteers and temporary corps command, but his poor performance during the Kentucky crisis doomed his reputation. His promotion was never confirmed; reverting to his permanent rank, he performed provost duties for the rest of the war.
Christopher S. Stowe provides a survivor's tale of sorts in discussing George Gordon Meade's corps command in the Army of the Potomac and how his ability largely to avoid the political interference and internal conflict that plagued the army positioned him ultimately to command it.
In his fine contribution, Steven E. Woodworth highlights the importance of personal relationships in Civil War armies. As he points out, much was expected of James B. 
